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It seems a long time since things were simple and nor-
mal. What is normal though? Something we face and per-
form every day is normal for us. Anything we have seen 
frequently is normal as it is like a routine in our daily 
lives. But would innovations have been possible if Mark 
Zuckerberg saw things in a simple and normal manner? 
We wouldn’t have Facebook or any other innovations that 
were manufactured through peculiar ideas. Those who 
dared to dream and willing to bend common thoughts 
brought us something new and radical. In terms of the 
scientific world, the only path to move forward is through 
evolution. We need ideas so that discoveries are estab-
lished, or the pre-existing ones are evolved to the next 
level. This is one of the major goals that I have set for 
my tenure, which is to help my juniors to evolve their 
thoughts. It will help them to grow their thought process 
so that they can look at every idea from a different angle 
and perspective. During my junior years at this magazine, 

I learnt a lot from my seniors as they helped me to grow. 
They improved my writing and my way of thinking as 
well. I used to perceive that writing articles was all about 
gathering information from the internet, convert it into 
one big bolus and vomit it onto paper. Most writers have 
the same idea but it is not writing that was the core, rather 
collecting information and grasping the knowledge was 
the main priority. That would help the writer understand 
the topic on his terms and would let his thoughts do the 
conjuring. They would interpret the topic in their way 
which would open a path to the question herself. That is 
what I would be working with my writers this year, to 
focus more on grasping the knowledge which would go 
hand in hand with improving the article. 

Every year I realise that we have very few volunteers for 
Wavelength. I have frequently heard that it is mostly due 
to a lack of interest in the subject or finding it difficult to 
understand the magazine. We have been working and still 
are to keep the magazine simple and straightforward for 
our common readers, but we also keep in mind that since 

it is a complete science-driven magazine, there shall be 
unavoidable technical terms or topics that may be a little 
beyond the general understanding. 
 Another thing that I would like to point out is that some 
readers don’t even glance at the articles because they be-
lieve that they won’t understand it. I agree that topics will 
be difficult to read for those who do not have any concern 
or interest in the subject. Even if 70% of the magazine is 
boring there must be that 30% which will  turn out to be 
appealing. That 30% can be expanded only if the articles 
are read and I expect that from the readers’ end. 
For improvement of our magazine, we will be starting a 
feedback form so that we can understand our mistakes 
and rectify them. 

Now, coming to  discoveries in science last year, NASA 
spacecraft, OSIRIS-Rex collected rock samples from a 
very old asteroid named Bennu which is recorded to be 
4.5 billion years old. 

This year we have NASA again sending their rovers to 
MARS for the exploration programme and of course the 
launch of TESLA in India. We will be covering all of this 
in our magazine and are hopeful that you will find it  in-
triguing enough to read all of it. I hope that I am  able to 
raise the standards higher than what my predecessors had 
kept for me. I will aim to help all my juniors and peers 
in gaining their interest in science and develop a passion 
for it. 

I dream that one day Science as a subject shall be loved 
more in our school than it already is. May our magazine 
continue to grow from strength to strength and flourish 
for years. I promise that my team will work hard this year 
to uphold its honour.

 YOUSEF .S. BHUTIA
 (Editor-In-Chief)



Tesla - who has not heard of this word. We recognize it 
in two ways. One is the great American genius, Niko-
la Tesla and other is a billion-dollar company TESLA, 
founded by an
American genius. Elon Musk is the man behind the suc-
cess of this car- manufacturing company. It is very easy 
to surmise that there must be something peculiar that 
makes this company standout from the rest. TESLA cars 
are completely environmentally friendly cars as they 
run on electricity and do not require petrol or diesel. 
The company’s headquarters is located in Paulo Alto, 
California. Along with producing electric cars they also 
manufacture solar panels, solar roof tiles and battery en-
ergy storage as well. It took them just a decade to reach 
success and popularity among consumers. Even during 
the pandemic in 2020, Tesla managed to capture 16% 
and 23% of plug in and battery electric market.
Originally founded by Martin Eberhard and Marc 
Tarpenning way back in 2003, by the name of TESLA 
Motors as a tribute to Nikola Tesla. The majority of the 
funding was provided by Elon Musk who has served as 
the CEO of TESLA since 2008. The first car that Tesla 
produced was the Roadster in 2009 which created huge 
buzz among car enthusiasts and buyers. It was the first 
ever electric vehicle produced which fascinated them. 
Then came the model - S Sedan in 2012 followed by 
model-x SUV in 2015. In 2017, they released model 3 
sedan which served as an upgrade for model-s. Model 
Y crossover is the latest till now released in 2020. The 
main purpose of these cars was to sustain limited natu-
ral resources to prevent their depletion. He resolved that 
problem by building devices that used resources which 
were not limited such as the energy of the sun and elec-
tric energy.
 Let us learn a bit more about Elon Musk who has al-
ways fascinated the scientific world through his inge-
nious ideas.
Elon Musk is one of those people who, besides being in-
credibly rich, are responsible for shaping the 21st Cen-
tury. He with Tesla and SpaceX is trying to revolutionize 
the space and transportation industry forever. 
Does he look like a billionaire-revolutionary? No, and 
that is the best part about him. Even after being such 
a great personality, he avoids being boring like most 
others. He is responsible for numerous laughable me-
mes being posted on the internet. This guy works for 16 
hours a day, so where does he get the time to do all this 
stuff?
He is planning to send people to Mars and establish 
a successful Mars colony by 2050. His Tesla EVs are 
blossoms in the electric vehicles industry. People never 
thought of electric cars getting so fashionable and ador-
able while giving better features and quality of range 
than the conventional fossil-fuel-based vehicles. He 

didn’t stop at cars but he also took a pick-up truck and 
made a full-fledged truck out of it. He didn’t stop here. 
SpaceX is building rockets that get better every time he 
launches them. He also made the 1st stage launchers re-
trievable and now, he has made the whole rocket retriev-
able.
This guy is not the owner of 2 companies, this guy is the 
owner of 8! He founded Zip2, PayPal, SpaceX, Tesla, 
Hyperloop, OpenAI, Neuralink, and The Boring Com-
pany. And all of his companies are booming 
with profits. So, as we see, he is 
revolutionizing every-
thing!
As said earlier 
SpaceX is one of 
the most popular 
companies of Musk. 
It is not just a compa-
ny for Elon. He looks 
at it as his key to making 
his childhood dreams turn to 
reality. He started off with a usual verti-
cal-launching rocket and failed 4 times 
before the 5th time being the first success-
ful flight, after which he never stopped. On 
December 21, 2015, SpaceX Falcon 9’s first 
staged launched and self-landed efficiently 
and now they were reusing first-stage launch-
ers. Don’t believe me? Check this out “The 
Falcon has landed” | Recap of Falcon 9 launch 
and landing. 
Now they use the whole rockets as they now 
have the star ship series aiming for the future 
of a Mars colony. They plan to do so, this way 
- Starship Launch Animation - YouTube. They 
have launched 15 Star ships as of yet and I can 
tell you, they are very close to taking millionaires to 
Mars.
You now know 
the basics about 
Elon Musk and 
how he is try-
ing to revolution-
ize the entire world 
but we still haven’t 
talked about his other 
company, that changed how people look at electric cars 
today. Yes, you may have guessed it by now - it is none 
other the automobile manufacturing giant Tesla. But be-
fore we talk about Tesla and their cars, we need to first 
understand what are electric cars and how they function.
As the name suggests, an electric car is a car that is 
propelled by electric motors using energy stored in 
rechargeable batteries. Compared to the normal cars 

(ICE-internal combustion engine), EVs 
are quieter, have no exhaust emissions, and 
lower emissions overall. This is also the 
reason why governments today are pro-
moting EVs across the global. Now, how 
does an electric vehicle work? You need to 
charge them first unlike the normal petrol/
diesel cars. You charge them by plugging 
them into a charge point and then the car 

takes electricity from the charging 
grid. These cars then 

store the 
electrici-
ty in re-
chargeable batteries 
that power an electric 

motor which leads 
to the rotation of the 

wheels. 
There are three types of elec-

tric vehicles available namely;
1)Plug-in-electric-These type of EVs run 
purely on electricity and get all their power 
they are plugged in to charge. Tesla cars come 
under this category.
2)Plug-in-hybrid-They mainly run on electric-
ity but also have a traditional fuel engine ,so if 
you ever run out of charge the car will automat-
ically switch to fuel. Toyota Prius is a popular 
plug-in-hybrid vehicle.
3)Hybrid electric-These cars run mainly on pet-
rol or diesel but they also have an electric battery 
which is recharged through regenerative breaking. 
Honda Accord Hybrid is an example.
Electric vehicles are lighter compared to the nor-

mal vehicles as they have 90% less moving parts 
than an ICE (Internal Combustion Engine). Here’s a 

breakdown of the 
parts that are a re-
quirement to keep 
an EV moving:
• E l e c t r i c 
Engine/Motor - It 
provides power to 

rotate the wheels. 
A car can have either 

a DC or an AC type motor, however, AC motors are 
more common.
• Inverter - Inverters convert the electric current 
which is in the form of Direct Current (DC) into Alter-
nating Current (AC).
 • Drivetrain - These cars have a single-speed 
transmission which directly sends power from the mo-
tor to the wheels.

• Batteries - They store the electricity required to 
run the vehicle. The higher the kW of the battery, the 
higher the range.
• Charging - You have to plug the vehicle into an 
outlet or an electric vehicle charging point to recharge 
its battery.
Some popular electric car manufacturing companies 
are Tesla, BMW, Mercedes, etc. but the most selling 
electric cars are of the company Tesla.
 
 Now the reason that Tesla is popular is because of the 
features that come along with their cars. 
You would have seen many people boasting about 
whatever they know about Tesla as a company. But 
believe me, it is much more. The way Elon Musk is 
working towards upcoming models and the ones that 
already have, it is spectacular. The latest of all is the 
Tesla Roadster 2.0. The original Tesla Roadster was 
similar to a Lotus car and did not get that much atten-
tion. Any noticeable differences? Well, a bit. But Tesla 
has been growing ever since due to a new range of 
EVs being produced by them. These are Model S, 3, X 
and Y. These were the harbingers of the Tesla Empire 
where model X is a SUV!
Let me tell you a thing about your safety, the Tesla 
Model 3 received a five-star test rating from safety or-
ganizations in North America, Europe, and Australia, 
including the highest rating of any sedan in the Eu-
ropean New Car Assessment Program’s Safety Assist 
category and the 2019 Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety’s Top Safety Pick + vehicle i.e., the highest 
achievement awarded by the Institute.
Now it’s not only the safety that makes Tesla a great 
choice. 
Aside from safety here are some intriguing features 
that have been appreciated globally by car enthusiasts 
:-

1)Autopilot-As the name suggests autopilot system is 
capable of controlling the throttle, brakes and steering 
in certain situations. The system can even make lane 



changes if the driver activates  the vehicle’s turn signal.

2)Ludicrous Plus mode-If you want to unlock the vehi-
cle’s full potential, this is the mode for you. Activating 
this mode results in your car  going from a standstill to 
60mph in 2.4 seconds.

3)Superchargers-A normal Tesla takes about 8-12 hours 
to get fully charged on a normal charger but the cre-
ation of supercharging stations has made the process of 
charging a bliss, as now you can fully charge your vehi-
cle in an hour. 

4)Auto-racing suspension-Many luxury or off-road ve-
hicles today  now come along equipped with air suspen-
sion, which allows the car to adjust the firmness of the 
ride to better suit driving conditions. For sporty driving, 
you may want firmer suspension. On the highway, you 
want it nice and soft. Another advantage is that air sus-
pension allows users to adjust the height of the car. On 
the highway you may want the car to hunker down for 
aerodynamics, but you will need to raise it to clear speed 
bumps when you get to the destination.
Tesla cars takes some of the thinking out of it. You can 
set the car to automatically lower at high speed then rise 
back up as you exit the highway. If you manually raise 
it at a certain point, the car will remember that spot and 
automatically raise the next time you go over the same 
area. 

5)Advanced parking sensors-Parking sensors are some-
thing which is common in every vehicle today. But Tes-
la does them better. In an old car the parking sensors 
start beeping when you’re three car lengths away from a 

parked car and have gone into a 
solid monotone wail when you 
could still lie down between 
your car and the other vehicle. 
Now Tesla cars handle this sit-
uation differently. Tesla shows 
you where the object is being 
detected and how far away it 
is. Not only in terms of red and 
yellow lines but in proper met-
ric units (inches/cm).

6)The app- The Tesla app not 
only allows you to unlock your 
car but lets you do other inter-
esting things. You can also set 
your car temperature or flash 
the lights or trigger the horn 
through the app. But the most 
interesting of all is the sum-

moning feature. As the word sounds, yes you can call 
your Tesla to you! Also, you can remote control your 
Tesla through the app.

By building such fast and aerodynamic cars Tesla 
smashed the old cliche that electric cars cannot be as 
fast and travel long distances as a normal car with ICE 
(Internal Combustion Engine). The longest range that a 
Tesla offers on one full charge is just over 402 miles 
(about 646 km).

Though Tesla is doing great in America and 
other countries it is available in, we can 
soon expect Tesla cars running on Indi-
an streets. The Tesla models coming to 
India are Model 3, Model S, Model 
X and Model Y but in the near fu-
ture we can also expect the road-
ster and cyber truck to come. But 
will Tesla face competition here 
in India by Indian manufactur-
ers? 

If you compare these cars 
with Tesla they would 
seem of no match because 
the Electric vehicle eco-
system in India is still at 
a nascent stage. The EV 
charging infrastructure 
remains underdeveloped 
in the country and it is 
mainly restricted to smart  
cities. Also the supply 

chain for essential EV components like batteries, is 
heavily dependent on imports, this leads to increase in 
the end-consumer costs of EV purchase and limiting 
the mass adoption of hybrid and electric vehicles in 
a price-sensitive market. As a result of this,  the to-
tal number of registered EVs in India stood at barely 
five lakh units. But this doesn’t mean that these Indian 
companies are that be- hind in this race. Ma-
hindra and Tata are two Indian 
giants who have their 
own electric 
vehicles. 
Mahindra 
has three 
electr ic 
v e h i -
cles; e 
Ve r i t o 
(a se-
d a n ) , 
e20 (a 
hatch-
b a c k ) 
and e 
X U V 
300 (a 
S U V ) 
a v a i l -
a b l e 

in the market. Now Tata only has one electric car called 
the Nexon EV which is a SUV but this car impressed 
people across India. Nexon EV was reported to be the 
best selling electric vehicle in India in 2020.
The Tata Nexon ev comes with an app just like Tesla 
and you can perform remote commands like Remote 
door lock/unlock, remote cooling, remote control 
lights, etc. But you cannot summon or remotely con-
trol your Tata or Mahindra Ev like a Tesla car.

Now Tesla coming to India will kick start the next 
level of EV evolution in India. An average Indian EV 
will cost above 12 lakhs, our country’s market for 
electric cars largely revolves around the sustainabil-
ity-conscious sensibilities of upper middle class and 
consumers in metropolitan and smart cities. The en-
try of Tesla’s premium cars will exceedingly increase 
the competition for automobile manufacturers cater-
ing to this category of cars. To make electric cars 
more accessible for mass consumers, international 
auto manufactures will have to lower the EV pric-
es by 50-75 percent. Doing so will affect other de-
partments like range and utility which will only be 
possible if they can reduce the battery costs, which 

accounts for almost half of the total cost of EV man-
ufacturing. Tesla initiated a new era for the global au-
tomobile industry by transforming old-school automo-
bile practices and breaking the old cliche that electric 
cars couldn’t be as fast and stylish as a normal car. 
The entry of Tesla in the Indian subcontinent has the 
potential to provide a much needed inducement for In-

dia’s EV industry. But people should understand 
that the benefits it brings will only begin to 

manifest in the long run. 
Tesla coming to India will help the 

country to adapt to electric vehi-
cles and discard cars with ICE; 
which will in the long run help 
us safe the environment.
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SOPHIA

We, as humans, have always had success over technology. Humans have always harboured the ambition and dream 

of having a robot that should look similar to humans and also understand what is around their environment and 

act according to it. Humans have finally come up with many humanoid robots. A humanoid robot is a robot that appears and 

is programmed to do human activities. Humanoid robots look very similar to humans, having a torso, head, two arms, and two 

legs complete with a face and a mouth. Androids are male robots, and Gynoids are female robots. They are used for research 

and space explorations. As humans envisioned, they are also personal assistance and caregiving robots. Humanoid robots can 

also build more humanoid robots of their kind. They can also do activities such as going to jobs for other people, they can cook 

food, etc. There were many types of humanoid robots such as Digital Robotic Avatar, Humanoid Robotic Ambassador, Robotic 

Bartender, Delivery Robot, Research Humanoid Robot and many more.

Sophia, a humanoid robotic ambassador was developed by a Hong Kong Company Hanson Robotics. She was activated on 14 

February 2016 and was invented by David Hanson. Sophia is known for her human-like skin which makes facial expressions. 

Her skin was made from panted material which was itself invented by Hanson’s Robotics was called frubber. It is a unique 

material that is a kind of elastic rubber, which is flexible. For a robot, arms are a vital tool, so they can handle objects such as 

door handles, keyboards, switches, and also human handshakes. It can also be used for communication with other people like 

giving thumbs up which is a quick way of com-

munication. Using hands, she can do various 

activities such as holding a pen or pencil so 

that she can draw or write.

Legs are another important part of Sophia. 

They help in navigating steps, stairs or uneven 

floor covering. These legs of Sophia were re-

ferred to by a Korean social Humanoid robot 

named Jaemi HUBO, which was an award-win-

ning robot that could walk and also can use its wheels on its knees. The AI of Sophia is very advanced. Sophia’s AI robot has an 

intelligence system that processes large data and information. Sophia is also capable of seeing objects.

She is several hypothetical conversations come to life. Something that makes Sophia so special is that she can also recognize 

human faces. There is a learning curve for Sophia. She learns expressions, emotions, and thoughts among humans. She has 

a deep neural network in her brain that aids her in discerning human emotion. This includes the tone of their voice and their 

facial expressions. She can also process Visual Data and can also promote Advocacies.

As there are advantages of humanoid Robots, there are disadvantages too. The more advance the AI of a robot is, the more 

expensive it gets. Only wealthy people can afford it for it can replace jobs. As humanoids, robots can do various activities for 

people who will them fully dependent on the robot and then they became lazy. The recharge of the robot consumes a lot of 

power and energy. Many jobs can be replaced by automation systems and robots, and many have been already been replaced. 

The humanoid robots will one day replace the jobs of middle-class people, they will take on nearly all traditional labor roles in 

the society like firefighting, food service, manufacturing, construction and community policing. Thus the time is not far off when 

these humanoid robots will mingle around and become an important part of our human society.

“Humanoid robots will increase in another decade. They will do 25% of labor tasks. This will happen due to performance 

improvement. The future of AI is very glorious .“

                                                                                  - ANIRUDH GUPTA 
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“That’s the truth about Las Vegas. We’re the only winners here. The players don’t stand a chance.”- ACE (Robert de Niro 

in the casino, 1995)

These were the lines used in Martin Scorsese’s cult classic film casino released way back in 1995. One of the most 

popular games in the online slot, which is preferred largely in casinos. It is also through online slots that online casinos 

generate the winnings that grant large profits for them. Now, to win this game bets are placed, and we click the spin 

button which gives a combination. The correct one will be rewarded with money. But does the machine truly give out a 

random combination? The mechanism behind generating random combinations is done through RNG (random number 

generator). 

RNG is a computer-generated algorithm and is of 2 types. HRNG (hardware random number generator) and PRNG (pseu-

do-random number generator). HRNG is known as true random number generators as they do not have a repeated set of 

numbers. PRNG uses computed values and algorithms to generate numbers that will look random. If you know PRNG’s 

condition a player can breed numbers in sequence. Online casinos use this RNG algorithm which is spawned through 

computer software that will help in mixing combinations. The working of RNG is through the algorithm with a seed value 

set by the software. When something needs to be repeated tremendously it will require inception which is the seed value. 

A seed value can be obtained by numerous recurring actions done on a computer. Your typing patterns, processor usage, 

the clicking of a mouse, and even the clock of the computer are all constant actions. The reels of the slots are assigned 

with a specific value. When the reel is spun the RNG will pitch a unique set of numbers. The numbers pitched will decide 

the symbols that will appear on the screen. All these symbols are uniquely weighted. Some are light weighted and mostly 

lower ones are heavily weighted. It has been exposed that lower weighted symbols have higher chances to land than a 

heavily weighted symbol such as bonus symbols. This factor helps online casinos to prevent players from provoking a 

bonus round. It helps the house not to lose its profits. To avoid such unfair means, we have testing agencies like: 

• iTech labs

• NMI

While playing online slots another area where science kicks in is RTP (return to player value). It can deter-

mine how much you receive back over your gaming time. Most commonly it is calculated in percentage. For 

example, if the RTP value of a slot is 92%, it means every 200$ you wager you get back 184$. This technique 

helps the house make the rest 4% constantly till the time you continue to play. Also, RTP helps you to know 

how much you will win back from the money you wagered but it cannot predict the no. of times you can win. 

The prices associated between the player and an operator are also quite interesting. 

The prices are paid by the cost per spin. If the cost per spin is 80 cents then the player shall pay 80 cents, 

but for the operator, the prices are spin per cost included with the 8% house edge he wins. In this situation, 

while the operator is 

constantly making 

money through the 

house edge he shall 

be at a loss if he de-

cides to spin. 

While casinos tend 

to make profits 

through these nu-

merous tricks. They 

also win a lot by 

playing with human psychology. One of the most common methods used is by placing low bets. A slot ma-

chine requires only a penny in most cases. This makes the human mind think that it is a very small amount 

and persuades the player to continue to play till he wins. Another smart thing they do with online slots is, 

frequently giving near misses. It again allows the human mind to stimulate a feeling that they missed it by a 

small margin which makes the player go for it again. It is very fascinating to realize how we miss these mi-

nor details that are helping casinos generate millions. The slot machine has been a very old and long-lasting 

game due to its vast popularity. My advice to the readers is next time you go to a play slot please remember 

this information and hopefully, you can pull a trick up your sleeve,you too would make a million or two!!

ONLINE SLOT MACHINE 

-Yousef Bhutia
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GRAVITATIONAL LENSING

Have you ever seen a satellite image of a supernova? if you look at tHe image closely you migHt Have been 
able to spot not one but two or more images in tHe sHape of a cross( also known as tHe einstein cross). now 
tHis illusion takes place due to tHe process of gravitational lensing. so wHat is gravitational lensing? it is an 
astropHysical pHenomenon wHere tHe propagation of ligHt is affected by tHe distribution of mass in tHe uni-
verse. but to understand wHy it is an illusion and How does it take place, we need to first understand wHat 
gravitational lenses are?

a gravitational lens can be 
created wHen a Huge amount of 
matter, like a cluster of galax-
ies, creates a gravitational field 
tHat contorts (i.e., twist or 
bend out of normal sHape) and 
magnifies tHe ligHt coming from 
distant galaxies beHind it but in 
tHe same line of sigHt. smaller 
objects sucH as individual stars 
can also act as gravitational 
lenses wHen tHey pass in front 
of distant stars.

gravitational lensing even 
occurs wHen tHere is a single concentration of matter at tHe center of a galaxy. tHe ligHt coming from a 
distant galaxy is redirected around tHis core, wHicH in turn produces many multiple images of tHe background 
galaxy. wHen tHis process takes place witH perfect symmetry, a complete or a practically complete circle of 
ligHt is produced. tHis circle is commonly called einstein’s ring. wHat we see Here is a simple type of gravi-
tational lensing wHere tHe process takes place witH symmetry but wHile observing a massive cluster of galax-
ies, more complex gravitational lensing arises. tHe matter distribution in a galaxy cluster does Have a center 
but it is never circularly symmetric. tHe galaxies present in tHe background are lensed by tHe cluster of gal-
axies and tHeir images often appear as sHort and tHin lensed arcs and tHey may often be seen on tHe outskirts 
of tHe clusters. tHese images formed (lensed) act as probes of tHe matter distribution in tHe galaxy cluster. 
tHis distribution(lensed images) also reflects tHe distribution of matter.

in today’s world due to space telescopes, we Have been able to discover tHe pHenomena of gravitational 
lensing. for example, tHe telescope Hubble’s images of gravitational lensing Have been used to create maps of 
dark matter in galaxy clusters. Having a map of tHe matter in a galaxy cluster Helps astronomers in under-
standing and analysis of tHe gravitationally-lensed images. gravitational lenses Help us by amplifying tHe ligHt 
of tHe background galaxy wHicH is tHen captured by our space telescopes. but you migHt be tHinking, wHy 
can’t our space telescopes capture tHe images of distant galaxies? tHe answer is simple because tHe space 
telescopes can’t as tHe ligHt coming from distant galaxies is faint.

tHe gravitationally lensed images of crosses, rings, arcs, and more are botH instructive and intriguing. 
gravitational lensing explores tHe distribution of matter in a cluster of galaxies and individual galaxies, and 
it also enables observations of tHe distant universe. tHese observations not only tell us about dark matter 
distribution in tHe galaxies but also tells us about tHe development of structure in tHe universe and tHe ex-
pansion of tHe universe. 
                                        - AdityA Singh PArmAr

joHn forbes nasH jr. was an american matHematician 
wHo made immense contributions to tHeory of games, 
differential geometry, and tHe study of partial differ-
ential equations. He Has provided insigHt into tHe fac-
tors tHat govern tHe decision-making process in modern 
complex systems. dr nasH’s tHeory of non-cooperative 
games, publisHed in 1950 and known as nasH equilibri-
um, provided a simple yet powerful tool for analysing 
a wide range of multiplex situations, from corporate 
debates to legislative decision-making. His work is now 
applied in many fields: economics, social sciences, and 
even evolutionary biology. 
He served as a senior researcH matHematician at princ-
eton university during tHe latter part of His life. He 
sHared tHe 1994 nobel memorial prize in economic 
sciences witH game tHeorists reinHard selten and joHn 
Harsanyi. game tHeory is tHe study of matHematical 
models of strategic interaction among rational deci-
sion-makers. it Has applications altogetHer fields of 
science, also as in logic, systems science, and comput-
ing. He also sHared tHe abel prize witH louis nirenberg 
for His work on nonlinear partial differential equations. 
partial differential equations are ubiquitous in matHe-
matically-oriented scientific fields, like pHysics and en-
gineering. tHey are tHe founding pillars of tHe modern 
scientific understanding of sound, Heat, diffusion, elec-
trostatics, electrodynamics, fluid dynamics, elasticity, 
general relativity, and quantum mecHanics joHn nasH is 
tHe only person to be awarded botH tHe nobel memorial 
prize in economic sciences and tHe abel prize.
 in 1959, nasH began sHowing clear signs of mental 
disease, and spent several years at psycHiatric Hospi-
tals being treated for scHizopHrenia. a person affected 
by tHe disorder is usually dominated by relatively sta-

ble, often paranoid, fixed beliefs tHat are eitHer false, 
over-imaginative or unrealistic and typical experiences 
of a seemingly real perception of sometHing not actu-
ally present. furtHer signs are marked particularly by 
auditory and perceptional disturbances, a scarcity of 
motivation for all times, and mild depressive disorder. 
His condition slowly improved, allowing Him to return 
to academic work by tHe mid-1980s. His struggles to-
getHer witH His illness and His recovery became tHe idea 
for sylvia nasar’s biograpHy, a beautiful mind, also 
as a movie of tHe same name starring russell crowe as 
nasH. 
nasH was solving classical matHematical problems, dif-
ficult problems, sometHing tHat no one else was ready 
to do. but wHat nasH discovered witHin tHe course of 
His constructions of isometric embeddings is far from 
‘classical’ — it’s sometHing tHat brings a few dramatic 
alterations to our understanding of tHe basic logic of 
analysis and differential geometry. His work on isomet-
ric immersions opened a new world of matHematics tHat 
stretcHes in front of our eyes in yet unknown direc-
tions and still waits to be explored.
 
                                                -mihir ShArmA
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THE WORLD OF 2050

Many scientists are of the belief that the world would be covered by a new blanket of carbon-dioxide 
based air, while others are of the opinion that we would be at another level of lifestyle and technolo-
gy. What do you think? Would the world be at the tip of destruction due to wars, famines, pandemics 
or will it thrive and we all would enjoy our lives together? But I can assure one thing that if we man-
age to survive and not destroy our planet by that time, then, in 2050, our life could be very different 
from now in multiple aspects, a vastly different place, artificial intelligence everywhere, and more.
Artificial Intelligence would replace cashiers, help doctors treat patients, manage transportation, and 
analysis of massive quantities of data and it would be implemented into robots. These robots, in turn, 
would dominate factories, help teachers, act as police officers and law enforcement.
Around hundreds of sensors would be there on our clothes, in our homes, and environment to mon-
itor our day-to-day activities and improve our daily life. In 2050, universal translation would be on 
another and more usable level, hence, resulting in the removal of all language barriers.
Computers will change in 2050. We might run quantum computers. These are super high-fi comput-
ers based on theories of quantum physics. They could deliver massive leaps in computer power. We 
may be controlling some things with our minds and communicating through brain signals.
Prosthetic eyes and ears will enter the market to cure blindness and deafness. Advancement in ge-
netics might be able to make regeneration possible. Hence, leading to everyone being in the prime 
of health. Also, by then, genetics would be so strong that we might be able to cure brain cancer, other 
cancers, genetic disorders, etc.
Ever imagined yourself going from place to place in another world without even travelling as we know 
it now? Imagine how much more time we would have - no traffic delays, no more transportation time 
waste. According to a study by - CNN, it says that an average person spends more than 54 hours in 
traffic in the USA. Imagine how much time we , in India waste every year. Instead, at your home, you 
would be able to try clothes in virtual reality closets and a hologram will bring facetime meetings to 
a new level. Also, you would be able to try garments virtually and order them online.
Transportation will also change a lot by 2050. It is expected that the majority of automobiles would 
be electric. The fuel station would disappear and would be replaced by a home charging station and 
it’s predicted that electric cars would take only 10 mintes to charge. Automobiles would be driverless, 
as of now tesla cars have an auto-pilot feature. Other companies like Google have invested billions 
of dollars in self-driving technologies. 

Drones would be parcelling small packages and be used for security and construction purposes 
also. Maglev trains shall be everywhere in the whole world. It would take only 43 minutes to travel 
from Los Angeles to San Francisco whereas a normal train takes around 10 hours.
Brain chips like Elon Musk’s Neuralink will treat neurological disorders like alzheimer’s, spinal cord 
injury, and blindness. These 
brain chips will allow us to con-
trol computers and prosthetics 
with no physical interaction. 
Thus,these chips might as well 
be the key to exploring our 
brains.
Our energy system has been 
transforming over the past de-
cade. The cost of solar power 
has plummeted due to econ-
omies of scale and improved 
technology. The price of solar 
power has dropped by 89 per-
cent since 2010 and the cost 
of wind power has plunged as 
well.
NASA’S Artemis program is planning to land humans back on the Moon by 2030. SpaceX, Dianetics, 
and Blue Origin are all working on a lander for this project. NASA and SpaceX are trying to send 
humans to Mars. They might do so till late 2030. Elon Musk thinks that he will get around 1 million 
people on Mars with the help of rockets and build a martial city there by 2050.
We all await our future but don’t possess time machines, so please understand that the article is 
based on assumptions and past graphs. These are just visions stated in videos and other articles. 
Well, we can only hope and work towards a better future. 
                                                                                           
                                                                                                -TEJASVA DHANDHANIA
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Time Dilation
“If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.”
-Wayne Dyer
Imagine your friend went on a trip in a spaceship moving with a certain velocity for a certain period of 
time and when they return, they are younger than you, in fact, it seems as if they have not aged as much 
as you have. Also when you ask them how long they were on the voyage their answers differ from yours. 
This is because of the phenomenon of time dilation because of which there was a difference in time 
elapsed for your friend and you.

Time dilation is the difference between the time elapsed as measured by two clocks due to a relative 
motion between them or a difference in gravitational potential between their locations, time dilation can 
also be understood as “slowing down” of a clock (time) as seen by an observer who is in relative motion 
with respect to that clock. According to the “Theory of General Relativity,” the difference in the rates of 
two clocks depends upon the relative motion between them. If a clock moves at a faster velocity than 
the other, the time elapsed will be less in the faster moving clock compared to the other clock. So we 
can derive an inverse relationship between time elapsed and the relative velocity of a clock. An observer 
in inertial or non-accelerating motion has easy means of determining which events occur simultaneous-
ly or at the same time. Whereas a second inertial observer, who is in relative motion with respect to the 
first, may, however, disagree. Because simultaneity is basically a comparison between the rates of the 
two clocks carried by the observer. 

Now because different planets have different masses and thus different gravitational potential, they 
accelerate objects at different rates by curving space-time (the 4th dimension) around them. This is 
cleverly portrayed in the movie Interstellar, in which the protagonists land on a planet near a black hole. 
The gravity on 
the planet was 
so severe that 
one hour on the 
surface there 
was equivalent 
to seven years 
on earth.
Einstein also 
suggested that 
massive ob-
jects like the 
sun didn't pull 
other bodies like 
the earth with a 
mysterious pull 
“gravitation”, but 
rather curved the 
fabric of space-
time around them, forcing the earth to roll down into this steep valley made by curving of space-time. A 
better way to understand this is to imagine the dip in a trampoline made by the bowling ball. If a marble 
were placed on that trampoline the marble would immediately roll towards the bowling ball in the center. 
This was just a theory until time dilation was verified in 2014 by a group of scientists at a particle accel-
erator in Germany. They confirmed that time moves slowly for a moving clock than for a stationary one. 
The researchers had to use two clocks, one that was stationary and one that was moving. They used the 
Experimental Storage Ring, where high-speed particles are stored. Then they made the moving clock by 
accelerating lithium ions to one-third the speed of light. Then they measured a set of transitions within 
the lithium as electrons jump between different energy levels. The frequency of the transitions served 
as the ‘ticking of the clock’. Transitions within lithium ions that were not moving served as the stationary 
clock.
Hence, we can conclude that time dilation basically states that as you move with a faster velocity, time 
moves slower relative to a stationary clock. Who knows this phenomenon may pave the way for future 
time travel? 

                                                     - Arnav Bansal
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STELLAR MACHINES
The Galactic Centre is orbited by billions of stars. Most of them are consistent but many are not. This 
is what might lead to a collision of extremely large heavenly bodies. What would we do if a heavenly 
body were to collide with the sun? Could we possibly save ourselves? If yes, then how? Could we move 
the sun, and so take the solar system with us? Yes, that is possible in theory. But how? The answer - 
through Stellar Engines.
What are Stellar Engines to begin with? Stellar engines are theoretical mega-structures, which can use 
the radiation of the stars to create energy. The channelisation of such energy could lead to the capac-
ity of us to move galaxies in the desired direction. Doing so will also lead to the creation of a type 2 
civilisation as per the Kardashev Scale. The Kardashev Scale refers to a civilisation measuring scale 
in accordance to the energy it has harnessed. This scale has 3 variants. Type 2 civilisation refers to a 
civilisation with total control on its star and its power capacities. With this discovery we will be able to 
dodge various catastrophes that the universe throws a t us like super novas etc. Today in theory there 
are 2 variants of the stellar engine proposed.

Type 1 (Passive Model) 
This model of the Stellar Engine is known as the Shkadov Thruster, which happen to be quite simple 
in theory. This will require the creation of a parabola of mirrors. The challenge with this is that the mir-
ror has to be able to withstand very high temperatures and must be 1 micron thin. 1 micron is just as 
thick as a red blood cell. The creation of such a substance is the only thing stopping the creation of 
such a model of a stellar engine. The placement of the Shkadov Thruster can only be placed over the 
poles of the sun. But why? The Shkadov Thruster works on the principle of using photons being used 
to push objects in space. Photons come along producing heat. So if the Shkadov Thruster is placed 
in any other angle there would be a chance that the heat produced instead of merely moving the sun, 
would also burn the earth.

Type 2 (Active Model)
This model also known as the Caplan Thruster. This model is one which will allow us to move the solar 
system as a whole in any direction and faster. This model is however, a little more farfetched. This is 
because this involves both a dyson sphere, and a fusion reactor. 
A dyson sphere in itself is a megastructure which would require us to completely mine down a planet. 
The creation of such a megastructure demands that we achieve the category of type 1 on the Karda-
shev Scale(attain control over all the resources of our planet). Then we would have to travel to Mercury 
(the ideal planet for the job) and create an automated mining system. 
Then the mined minerals will also have to be automatically refined as well. A dyson sphere will have to 
be composed of a quintillion (a billion billion) satellites of range 1km each to 
create the dyson sphere. This too will have to be manufactured on Mercury itself. From Mercury 

through a railgun launcher instead of rockets, to decrease cost. The satellites with thin mirror like 

sheets of width not more than 1 micron will be launched and will open like a piece of origami once 
in space. These satellites will join and form the Dyson Sphere. The purpose of the dyson sphere will 
be to concentrate the solar winds to one point. Now comes in the real Stellar engine. Through strong 
electromagnet forces hydrogen and helium will be absorbed from the concentrated solar winds. The 
Fusion reactor will convert this into oxygen which will become the main source of propulsion. But how 
will we prevent this engine from colliding into the sun? 

Simple - the hydrogen or helium left will be pushed towards the sun by a particle accelerator, main-
taining distance from the sun by countering the suns gravitational pull. This engine has the capacity to 
move a distance of 50 light years in just a million years. Interestingly, this will also increase the life of 
our sun, as lighter stars burn slowly.

Wouldn’t it be interesting to think that we will never have to worry about what happens in the galactic sea 
- because we can just alter our path and save ourselves? The stellar engine will make it possible for us 
to move to another solar system capture it or perhaps even reach other galaxies, colonising them along 
the way. It may sound like a myth but rest assured, will be a reality one day.

-Abhyuday Tulsyan
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These weird looking predators, which have a more prey-look considering their eyes at 2 ends, have multi-
ple secrets to their hammer or scientifically, cephalofoils. Streamlined sharks were doing great, then why 
doesnature have to bring in a flat-headed shark into the game? 
550 million years ago, oceans were dominated by simple bacteria and reefs at the ocean floor. This pred-
ator emerged 540 million years ago, in form of giant shrimp-like creature like the Anomalocaris which 
used to trap prey with its mouth with hooks or like the 5-eyed Opabinia which used to catch prey with its 
flexible arm-like structure which extends from its head.
Soon the 1st fish emerged around 530 million years ago, the Jawless Agnatha like the hagfishes and the 
lampreys. The most dangerous predators (sharks), came into existence in the Silurian period i.e., 450 
million years ago. During that time, the ocean was filled with a variety of bony fish. The Acanthodian, was 
the very first ancestor of the shark. Acanthodians, also called “spiny sharks,” were the first fish to not only 
take on the physical characteristics of a shark, but to develop the cartilaginous skeletal structures that 
define sharks. All sharks
living today have evolved from this early fish.
It was during the carboniferous age (5th period in the Paleozoic era), when the most unique sharks exist-
ed. Like the Eugeneodontida (whirled jaw structure), and many more similarities.
But these species are long gone, and the ones which survived were highly streamlined, with a pointed 
snout, large pectoral and dorsal and fins, and a strong crescent-shaped tail.
Recently, evolution decided to bring the strangest, most weird-looking variation to nature. Yeah, that’s 
right, the Great Hammerhead. They can be found in tropical waters world-wide and can be seen in mas-
sive numbers as they migrate to colder waters. They are 6 meters long and weigh up to 450 kilograms. 
But why at this point of evolution and what is their dominating edge?

HAMMER-HEAD SHARKS

Exceptional Predatory Vision
Their flattened hammer-like head is an extended skull with eye slots at each end. The hammer-like 
head is called a cephalofoil. The visual field for all creatures is the world they see without 
moving their eyes. In humans, our forward facing horizontal visual fields is around 190 degrees. 
Binocular visual field is the 
field where the visual fields 
of both the eyes over-lap 
providing depth perception. 
The binocular visual field in 
us is 120 horizontal degrees. 
Actually, in most predators, 
they have large binocular 
fields which lets them scan
the environment for prey 
which was possible by having 
eyes that face the front. In 
contrast, preys have eyes 
at the ends to help them be 
aware of danger from any 
direction.
But in the case of Hammerhead sharks, one can’t immediately look up to the happening of distinc-
tion based on eye-position. They are obviously predators but the eyes are far apart. In 2009, sci-
entists became curious and started studies on their visual fields. They found that all sharks had 
360-degree vertical visual field, with similar vertical binocular overlap, making
no difference. But when horizontal visual field was taken into the game, the results were pro-
found. The total monocular field ranged from 308 to 340 degrees and when comparing the bin-
ocular field range, the hammerheads were the clear winners. The binocular fields ranged from a 
mere 11 degrees to a profound 48 degrees.
This exceptional binocular vision gives the hammerheads an upper edge at depth perception and 
hence, improved hunting capabilities. Out of all the sharks, hammerheads have the best view of 
the underwater world. But the evolutionary edges don’t stop here, the cephalofoil does more 
than just improve vision.



Insane Hydrodynamics
As soon as we are exposed to the word hydrodynamics, animals with extremely streamlined bodies that could 
easily cut through water like the mako sharks, dolphins, great white sharks, etc. come in mind. But when we 
look at Hammerheads, they have to use a lot of energy to drag that cephalofoil around, then what use is it in 
hydrodynamics? For a long time, it was thought that the cephalofoil is used to create lift as it resembled the 
head wing of airplanes and actually cephalofoil means head-wing. But later when scientists studied the cepha-
lofoil in detail and did experiments at different speeds and pressure, they noticed that this cephalofoil
created drag instead of lift. But when the cephalofoil was tilted at an angle, there was insane lift being pro-
duced. Therefore, the conclusion is that the cephalofoil is not for lift, but for maneuverability. They don’t chase 
down prey like other sharks but stay near the bottom of the ocean for eating prey like low ground fish, sting-
rays, craps, and other prey that would run zig-zag or at random motion and stay at or near the bottom.
When we see their diet, we realize that why nature created something so extreme. The diet of

Hammerhead sharks includes: -

Teleost fishes are very agile and veryfast, in the world of sharks, the cephalofoil provides the hammerheads 
with agility unmatched to any other predator in the waters.

Sixth Sense
Almost every aquatic organism has a secret sixth sense we human can’t perceive at all. 
Electro-reception, is the word. There is a whole lot of electricity going on down there 
which helps provide navigational cues to prey and predators, due to water being a much 
better conductor of electricity. Sharks have the best electro-receptors amongst the 
aquatic organisms.
All animals release electric signals in the environment as the muscles contract and 
expand and these electric signals are captured by these receptors even in extreme condi-
tions like total darkness, prey hidden under sand, when the other 5 senses are rendered 
useless under extreme conditions. Hammerheads, have an upper edge in this too, due to 
a larger area of the head there are a greater number of receptors and they are spread 
across a wider area and the sensitivity of this cephalofoil is profound.
It’s found that new born bonnethead sharks can sense electric fields as minute as 1 nano-
meter per sq. cm, this is equivalent to the voltage gradient that would be created in the 
sea by connecting one end of a 1.5 Volt AA battery to the Long Island Sound and other 
ends in the waters of Florida. Theoretically, a bonnethead shark swimming between these 
seas would be able to tell when the battery was switched on or off.
Such type of an electro-sensitivity would be 5,000,000 times greater than anything we 
could feel, even our best technologies struggle to gather such levels of reception. The 
first organisms on earth were primitive and after that they were sinister-looking giant 
monster-like
creatures, but this doesn’t have to be the case for survival. Even the weirdest variations 
could be the key to escape life-extinction. Hammerheads show us that evolution never 
stops.

 -VYOM SACHAN
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Everything has a beginning and an end and our universe is no exception to this rule. Our universe 
is constantly expanding, therefore it does not have a physical edge but it does have an edge of time. 
The universe will end one day with everything it contains but what will this phenomena look like 
and how will it happen? Let’s start at the place we know the best - our solar system.
   
1 billion years from now the sun will be 10% brighter than it is today. This will increase the  
t empera tu re 
on earth caus-
ing oceans 
to evaporate 
faster and ex-
t i n g u i s h i n g 
most, if not 
all, life on the 
earth. No one 
will be around 
to witness our 
next big event 
which is  4 to 
5 billion years 
away.  Right 
now the Milky 
Way galaxy is 
locked in a gravitational fight  with a nearby galaxy called Andromeda. The two galaxies are racing 
toward each other at 250,000 miles per hour and will collide in 5 billion years from now. Astron-
omers predict that our  solar system will remain intact as these two Titans battle it out. In five to 
eight billion years, the sun’s nuclear  furnace will undergo a dramatic shift causing it to expand to 
an enormous size and engulf Mercury, Venus and possibly the earth.

Our Sun isn’t the only thing expanding, so is the entire universe and that expansion is accelerating 
up. If the expansion continues to accelerate then in 100 billion years ,the distance between galax-
ies will  increase so fast that light from galaxies will no longer reach us. We won’t be able to study 
any galaxies beyond our cosmic neighbourhood called the local group .
The local group is a collection of about 50 galaxies that are bound to each other by gravity.

100 Trillion years ahead in the future, we  will enter the degenerate era when all the stars of the 
universe will die, leaving behind cool dim remnants  eventually. In 100 quintillion years these 
stellar remnants will either have escaped their galaxy’s pool or will have spiralled into the su-
permassive  black hole at the centre. Cillian years into the future, black holes will dominate our 
universe ushering in a new era called the Black Hole Era.

The Blackhole era is the end for  even black holes die eventually. They slowly lose mass through 
a phenomenon called Hawking radiation in about a googol years (10^100 years)  from now the 
last black hole will evaporate into oblivion. After this point the end of our universe will take place. 
There are three possible scenarios that can take place.

The universe will continue to expand while losing energy and heat in the process. Eventually, the 
universe will no longer have the energy to produce new planets or stars.  This dismal outcome 
is way  far ahead in our future and  is known as the Big Freeze. There is another less likely out-
come that could happen much sooner. It is called the Big Rip, a  mysterious force that’s pushing 
our universe apart, will rip every fundamental piece of every single atom in the universe. Many 
astronomers estimate this could happen as soon as one trillion years. The last one and many as-
tronomers believe this is the most plausible way as it is pretty similar to the Big Bang . The big 
crunch is basically a big bang in reverse. In this scenario, the universe will eventually stop ex-
panding and then suddenly start contracting and then consume itself. Many scientists believe the 
universe will again become a small compact singularity and will give rise to another universe. As 
of our observations, we are heading towards the Big Freeze.

We live at a time in the life of the universe where we can study the journey of the universe
“What feels like the end is often the beginning”

                                     
-Harsh V. Saxena
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SEX PHERMONES

sex pHeromone is a pHeromone secreted by organisms to attract partners of tHe same spe-
cies, induce tHem to mate witH tHem, or perform otHer tasks closely related to sexual re-
production. sex pHeromones specifically aim to indicating females for breeding, attracting 
tHe opposite sex, and conveying information on species, age, sex, and genotype. non-volatile 
pHeromones or cuticular contact pHeromones are most closely related to social insects 
because tHey are usually found tHrougH direct contact witH insect antennae or cHemore-
ceptors on tHeir legs. tHe term pHeromone was coined in 1959. two researcHers at tHe max 
planck institute for biocHemistry in municH, peter carlson, and martin luscHer, believed 
tHat some of tHe molecular clouds produced by animals are more special tHan otHers. blood 
is secreted out of tHe body, but it affects tHe beHavior and pHysiology of otHers. instead 
of smell, pHeromones can trigger a wHole range of reactions: tHey can be sHaped over evo-
lution between members of tHe same species witH specific goals. tHe idea tHat Human pHer-
omone affects our cHances of Having sex Has permeated popular culture. tHis means tHat 
some people are even willing to buy perfumes called “love potions.” 
some of tHem contain androsterone, wHicH is tHe most powerful of all sex attractants. 
according to its providers, it can increase women’s desires wHile also making men more at-
tractive. at tHe same time, androstanol is promised to make it easier for you to come into 
contact witH tHe opposite sex. tHe first pHeromone was discovered in tHe female silkworm 
motH (bombyx mori), tHe bombykol molecule Has attracted males’ attention from a large 
distance. it is a sex pHeromone, a stimulant tHat spreads tHrougH tHe air. tHis bombykol is 
ideal for defining pHeromones, wHicH is just a simple molecule. tHe bombykol triggered a 
response all around itself.

 even if tHe female is not visible, tHe male continues to fly towards tHe source of tHe mole-
cule. pHeromone appears in tHe form of spots and tHen spreads in tHe scientific literature. 
from microorganisms to mice, in every brancH of tHe tree of life, tHese cHemical signals 
seem to Have affected tHe beHavior and pHysiology of otHer animals. pHeromone floats in 
tHe air, surrounds tHe ocean, and clings to tHe ground. sex pHeromone is just tHe beginning. 
eacH discovery brings a new and unique goal-from cHanging tHe reproductive cycle of fu-
ture partners to using it as a molecular message. two biocHemists from columbia university 
discovered a family of olfactory receptors in mice, eacH of wHicH is encoded by a gene. in 
tHe nose of mammals, eacH receptor binds to a specific smell and triggers a series of signals 
tHrougH neurons to reacH tHe brain. and like an olfactory barcode, tHey are converted 
into different smells. However, tHere is no evidence tHat old-world monkeys and great apes 
(including Humans) can perceive tHeir cHemical signals in tHe same way as mice. we just don’t 
Have a functioning vno(vomero nasal organ). 

not only does tHe organ sHrink to tHe multiple pores on our nose, but tHese primates Have no 
nerve linkage at all between tHese structures and tHe brain. it is a vestigial organ, a Hope-
less Hangover from our deep mammalian ancestry. researcHers believe tHat pHeromone Has 
little effect on mammals. tHere is no evidence tHat organisms can be controlled by signals 
in tHe way we want. take copulin, a collection of molecules discovered in tHe late 1960s in 
laboratory-kept rHesus monkeys. secreted by females, a waft of tHis supposed pHeromone 
could beget sexual arousal. tHat mucH is true. but tHey weren’t pHeromones. tHe Handful 
of males used in tHe study Had met tHe females before, learned tHeir distinctive smell. 

copulin was more parallel to a perfume tHan a pHeromone. in 2010, darcin, a unique protein 
found in tHe urine of male mice, was discovered. tHis protein is named after tHe Heart-tHrob 
from pride and prejudice. 

it not only attracts tHe attention of women but also acts as a memory marker, enabling 
women to recall tHe smell of a man and anotHer signature of tHe place wHere tHey met. it 
acts as botH an attractant and a learning tool. witHout it, women would Have no interest 
or memory of tHe opposite sex at all. to rule out tHe possibility tHat tHe mouse recognizes 
tHe odor of tHe selected male, females are kept in tHe exclusive girls’ club, away from tHe 
sigHt, sound, or smell of tHe male mice. tHerefore, every response is innate and is tHe result 
of tHeir genetics and normal development, not due to specific male signals tHey encounter 
during tHeir lifetime. 

tHe question is, can we do tHe same tHing to Humans? it seems unlikely. learning, personal 
preferences, and lack of tHougHtful answers can destroy any carefully monitored paper. 
tHere may be many external factors tHat Have not been taken into consideration. tHere are 
many otHer explanations for tHe conclusion. at tHe moment, tHe only tHing tHat can be said 
certainly is tHat Humans smell.

                                                     -rAmAn Singh ghOtrA
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What if i could build A tipler's cylinder

“Nothing is as far away as one minute ago.” 
 -Jim Bishop.
Travelling back in time isn’t necessarily science fiction. However, many scientists 
see time travel as pure fiction. Nevertheless, some of them do believe that mathe-
matically it is possible. Scientists for years have discussed whether it is possible 
for us to time travel forwards or backwards in time and the possible ways that can 
be done either by the scientific knowledge that we now have or by scientific hypoth-
eses given till now. Tipler’s Cylinder is just one of those hypotheses. Therefore, to 
understand Tipler’s Cylinder we need to take a glance first at General Relativity.
In 1915, Albert Einstein, through his theory of general relativity, claimed that our 
universe can be said to be made up of four dimensions. Three would be the dimensions 
of space (x,y, z axis), and the fourth would be time. Together, it makes space-time. 
Gravity can bend space-time like a bowling ball would bend a rubber sheet.
The bending of space-time makes time slow down. The venture of time that you expe-
rience is upon how fast you move. In 1974, Frank Tipler realized that the solution 
to equations of general relativity could be used to build a time-travelling device. It 
was named the Tipler’s Cylinder or Tipler’s time machine. 
 
 Theoretically, building a time-travelling device is not possible or the chances are 
negligible. All we’d need to do is to make an enormous cylinder and get a spaceship. 
Then you’d need to figure out how to make the cylinder spin at a few billion rota-
tions per minute. When we say that it should be enormous, we mean its length would 
need to be infinite for this cylinder to work and If you tried to squeeze this time 
machine into finite space, you’d need negative energy - something nobody knows how 
to create or how to make it work.

And that is not all. We need to first find material with a total mass of about ten 
suns. Where you’d find all that matter is a big question, of course. But let’s assume 
we managed to strip all the neighbouring star systems and assemble them into a 
cylinder in space somewhere above earth. Ten solar masses worth of matter is no 
joke. It would take up a lot of space and you would have to figure out how to com-
press all that matter. After this, we need to rotate the device at a few billion ro-
tations per minute. Theoretically, to avoid condensing a whole lot of matter into 
a black hole, and then having to deal with the cylinder rotation, we could just 
find some neutron stars which are leftovers from gigantic stars. Neutron stars 

rotate really fast so you could line a few 
of them up and synchronize their rotation. 
Regardless of this if you decide to choose 
the fastest ones, their rotation wouldn’t 
even come close. Regardless of how you 
achieve this, the massive gravitational pull 
of the cylinder combined with the fast rota-
tion would create a frame-dragging effect. 
In simpler words, the cylinder would drag 
space-time along with it. This means that 
you could board a spaceship and follow the 
spiral course of the cylinder which would 
then take you back in time. Time would lat-
er fold upon itself, and you would end up in 
a closed time curve. This is a never-ending 
continuous loop, in which your travelling 
into the past will always be a part of that 
past. Due to this, there wouldn’t be any time 
paradoxes. In the same way, if you reverse 
the direction of your travel, you would go 
back to the future. 
 
Well, time travel is beyond the grasp of most normal people so we might be missing 
just one key ingredient to understanding exactly how spacetime works. But it con-
tinues to excite people and scientists. Tipler’s Cylinder is just a theoretical model 
of a time travel machine that is not possible to build today, but who knows? Maybe 
someone in not so distant future will show up in our time and give us the key to 
unlocking the mystery or...would that cause a paradox?
 

- ARNAV BANSAL
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